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About This Game

Rebuild Athens from the ashes of its destruction and secure the help of the Heroes of Olympus as you battle an evil god!
Through addictive match three-gameplay and compelling city building interludes, you will gather gold, meet the needs of a

ravaged population, and search for legendary lockets that will allow you to summon the gods and appeal to them for help. Two
years in the making, Heroes of Hellas 3 is both a spectacular epic and a highly accessible casual game. Are you ready to meet

the gods?
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Looking back at my previous review... I no understando myself. Anyway... Onto the review!

This novel is... Interesting to say the least. Fairly short. 2-5 hours (if you read all da text and ending stuffs) the consept of it I
like. Wouldn't mind another novel like this. Maybe having multiple different stories or just a single novel.

The charactors however, are almost irrelevent in most of the novel. Since it's not drawn out or anything like that, I doubt he
planned to make the charactors have more backstories\/relevence in the story and make them a bit more important.

I personally like the art.

And that's about it. I can say this was one of the more enjoyable cheap novels. I give dis a 7\/10.. THIS GAME IS THE BEST
GAME EVER!!!!. A lot of the effects have not been working for me. After a YEAR there has been no reply or help for this
problem! How can I enjoy a broken simulator? Spending minutes to place effects and not seeing them is utterly frustrating. I can
not recommend this until it gets repaired. So far this sim has just been a waste of my €10,-. Garbage; avoid at all costs.
Criminal to ask $10.

Simply not fun, and it's easy to make the game unable to progress. For example, I was playing Emily not long after the second
"boss" that just jumps around a lot. Entered an area blocked off by a shield of sorts and couldn't progress. I then couldn't get
back out of the hole, as Emily was big enough to enter, but too big to leave.... This game makes me want to break the law. The
textures and colors are so amazing I got lost in it for 7 hours the first day.
You wont be disapointed. What are you waiting for? Buy it. Buy it now.

P.S. I had a bug where it continuously loaded forever, but I opted into the devbranch and launched it in Admin mode and it
cleared it up.. Unbeatable (value for money)!
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This is really fun. Was surprised there was no music, but that is easy to fix by turning on pandora.

I would love to see other particle options. Picking colors would be cool.

If this was developed more I would pay money in a heartbeat. Thanks for a great free demo!. Cute and elegant minimalist puzzle
game ~. This was a pretty cute VN.
I wasn't actually expecting to learn things about Japan though.
There is a lot of information mixed in, from festivals to types of mochi to Comiket.

It would have been nice to the see the routes taken a bit further, but it's still a nice story.

My only nit-pick is that there didn't seem to be any sound options, so at times the music would drown out the voice acting.

Oh, and the Neko mode was a nice touch.. Right now, at any point in the distant future when which this may be read, my steam
browser will say that I've played this game for 74 minutes, the mean time to obtain whatever promotional trinket this game had
to offer. Of those 74 minutes, the 73 I didnt spend pawing off my furry yiffstick to that effeminate dogman were spent with a
block of ice cooling down my glowing red rocket. Ive never met a dog I wanted to ♥♥♥♥ more than whatever the player
character's name was.

The dealbreaker for me was that I found out the devs were aussies. alt-F4'd and uninstalled it on the spot. Its for the best,
McGruff's Nightstick mightve fallen off if I kept playing.. Awesomeness. Probably the worst hidden object game I have ever
played. There is no story and no other puzzles than the hidden object minigames and these are very poorly executed. The
graphics are low resolution and unclear, the object don't respect realistic scale and sometimes are almost entirely covered by
other objects.
There is a ton of other HO games way better than this one.
20%, not recommended.. This game is great and isn't getting the attention it deserves. It has a very intriguing story and an odd
yet interesting setting. Corporate office with a horror\/mystery isn't something I have come across before. I loved the art. It's a
bit simplistic at times but I still get amazed by what people can do with pixel art. Most of the "background" office workers
design's leave something to be desired, though I suppose it fits as the ARE just the mindless boring drones of the company.
Music is pretty good and the sound design is top notch. Some of the sound design for the creatures sent chills down my spine.
The game looks to have decent replayability as well as there are multiple endings and there are secrets and lore bits to find. I'll
be starting a second playthrough to try and find the stuff that i missed. But I'll actually have to look myself as at the time of
writing this there are hardly any walkthroughs, as stated before, this game hasn't yet gotten the attention I believe it deserves.

Its not without its problems though. As stated by others, there was a time where I honestly had, and still don't, know what i was
supposed to do. Also on one part when being chased by a particular enemy the fear turned into tedium as you end up having to
wait for it to pace before you can check things in the room.

Other than that I'd definitely recommend Yuppie Psycho. It's completely different idea than I've ever seen and I would like to
see more like it in the future.. You know when you are told to "Get Good"? This game is that philosophy incarnate.

I admit thsi game needs players and some tweaks, Lag can realy screw up your match, and it's kinda bad to be stuck looking at
no one playing in any of the arenas.

the combat is... Interesting It's simple, yes with a few added key presses here and there but honestly, I've never felt that "that hit
was BS" or that I was in the right, It felt fair, Granted some people are just that good but it's like... once in a while!

Granted players are needed and like I said the Lag issue is a thing, but you know... It has a Demo version now, so give that a go!

Titles on Greenlight:
Hi everybody,

We would like to remind that we have 2 titles waiting for your votes on Greenlight:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=515745207 - Rescue Team 5
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http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=487214700 - Goblin Defenders: Battle of Steel'N'Wood

Please, vote yes or no if you like it or not. We are planning to put one more new HOG - bundle on Greenlight soon after we
finish these 2 titles' process.

Thanks for your opinion!. 80% off discount arrived!:
Hi!

We would like to thank you for your games passion and give a huge discount to bring spring mood to you :)

Enjoy your play!. House of Snark 6-in-1 bundle released!:
Hey everybody,

We have just released House of Snark 6-in-1 bundle on Steam! 20% discount and a number of achievements are waiting for you
there!

We included 2 big HOG series into the bundle - House of 1000 Doors and Snark Busters! Enjoy this 20-hour HOG maddness!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/486810. Discount is broken:
Hi everybody,

Apologizes for the broken discount. We are working on fixing it, just Black Friday discount was doubled.

Thanks for understanding.. New title placed on Greenlight! - Rescue Team 5:
Hi everybody,

we have placed one of the latest titles on Greenlight:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=515745207

Please, come in and vote for if you like it.

This title is totally new and not presented yet anywhere, so, hot-hot!

Thanks for your support!. New title released - Rescue Team 5!:
Hi everybody,

we are pleased to announve that we have just released Rescue Team 5! Hurry up to purchase it with 30% launch discount!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/416320

Trading cards are available!

Enjoy your play!
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